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Avail 6.0 with SafeguardTM
Pennington, NJ - Areté Inc., a firm specializing in supply chain management solutions, has
announced the release of Avail version 6.0 with Safeguard™, the latest in the Avail suite of
integrated supply planning tools. Avail 6.0 helps plants schedule production, raw materials,
material batches, orders, and deployments to distribution centers, as well as provide
historical inventory reconciliation and variance reporting. Avail 6.0 operates in an updated
environment with an enhanced user interface and more efficient administrative routines. In
Avail version 6.0, Areté introduces an inventory policy management tool and Safeguard™
technology that is specifically designed to further minimize the risk of stock-out across the
source network. These new features assist planning managers in controlling inventory levels
while ensuring the highest levels of availability for clients' most profitable products.
Significant new features in Avail version 6.0 include:







Enhanced Safeguard™ Deployment generator designed to further minimize the risk of
stock-out across the source network utilizing statistical methods based on forecasts
and related data
New Inventory Policy Management tool
New jobs interface that facilitates the request, tracking, and merge of data parcels
into the Avail system
Enhanced framework enables multi-form editors that allow users to view multiple
editors on one screen
New Grid Toolbar that allows users to save custom window arrangements
Production Worksheet Reports now capable of displaying comprehensive production
run notes

About Areté, Inc.
Areté is a privately held firm based in Pennington, NJ that is committed to delivering elegant
supply chain management solutions. Since its inception in 1984, Areté has listened to the
needs, requirements, and requests of hundreds of clients and has used that input to develop
a suite of software that is powerful and tailored to meet the specific needs of the beverage
industry. Areté has built its reputation on advanced, effective software design and
implementation, as well as excellent product support. Supply Chain management software
from Areté, Inc. is the choice of many manufacturing plants and distribution centers
worldwide. For more information, visit www.areteinc.com.
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